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ness by constantly working at it, and their position was probably more
stable than that of many artisans. It is to be noted that the practice of
employing such workmen was almost confined to trades which (on a
large scale) were comparatively new. The older trades of a similar
character - the tallow-chandlers and the wax-chandlers, the fell-
mongers and the tanners - employed journeymen, often at labourers*
wages.8
The skilled artisan who works at home and either makes goods to
the order of his master or sells to the trade verges into the shopkeeping
class. On the other hand, the lowest type of shopkeeper, the chandler,
the dealer in old iron (both considered disreputable), the tripe-shop,
the milk-retailor (often a street-seller rather than a shopkeeper),
the keeper of a cook-shop or a green-cellar, belong rather to the class
of unskilled and casual labour. The stock-in-trade of a green-cellar, for
instance, might be *no more than a gallon of sand, two or three birch-
brooms and a bunch of turnips'. The market-woman on the other hand
was often a person of considerable possessions. The chimney-sweeper,
though often ranked among beggars and thieves, served an apprentice-
ship, and was in his way a master, and (towards the end of the century
at all events) sometimes undertook the business of a nightman, employ-
ing a number of men and carts.
The watermen and lightermen, by virtue of their fellowship and their
apprenticeship and often the ownership of a boat, belonged to the class
of skilled labour. Carmen (reputed an ill-mannered set) ranked rather
with chairmen and workers at livery stables. Porters were of various
kinds from the City Tackle House Porters to the casual street porter.
Coal-heavers, laystall-men, scavengers, drovers, miscellaneous 'workers
by the water-side', stokers in glass-houses (Defoe's * black wretches')
belonged to the class of labourers. Artisans in the building trades and
paviours had their appropriate labourers, smiths (except in the lighter
branches) had their hammermen to do the heavier part of the work at
labourers* pay. Among women the lowest grade of workers seems to
have beep, the cinder-sifters who worked at Tottenham Court9 and
probably in all the outskirts of the town. Women also * attended dust-
carts'. The street rag-pickers or hunters, the ballad-sellers and match-
sellers belonged rather to the class of beggars. Among street sellers the
hawker offish seems to have been regarded as of inferior rank- perhaps

